
Located at the heart of Kinosaki, Kiyamachi Lane is more than
  just a place to eat, drink, shop and relax. It is a symbol of the bustling &

 harmonious style that is the spirit of our town.

Originally built as a concrete fire wall, 
Kiyamachi has been restored to a vibrant center. 
The bare wall was redecorated with washi 
Japanese paper that looks particularly brilliant 
when illuminated at night.
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Kinosaki VinegarA

ht tps : / /www. facebook .com/t .k inosak iv inegar/

O P E N／ 10:00-22:00
Closed／ irregularly

0796-32-0188 Traditional Strawcraft Store : Kamib

O P E N／ 10:00-18:00
Closed／ irregularly

0796-20-1460

Kyara : Bar & FoodC

ht tp : / /www.k inosak i - kyara .com/

O P E N／ 14:00-23:00
Closed／ irregularly

0796-32-4130 Tajima Beef Restaurant : ZukushiyaD

O P E N／ 11:00-23:00
Closed／ Thursday

0796-20-4138

Genbudou : Rice CrackersE

ht tp : / /www.genbudo.co. jp/

O P E N／ 9:00-18:00
Closed／ New Year's Day

0796-32-3885 Mokurin : WoodcraftsF

O P E N／ 10:00-17:00
Closed／ irregularly

050-7120-1395

Kiman : Pudding & CustardG

ht tp : / /k iman. jp/

O P E N／ 10:00-18:00
Closed／ irregularly

0796-32-2241 Kaisendou : Rice CrackersH

O P E N／ 9:30-18:00
Closed／ Thursday

0120-69-5454

Ear Esthetic SalonI

O P E N／ 10:00-19:00
                10:00-23:00 on Saturday
Closed／ irregularly

0796-32-4433 Relaxation Room : KaonJ

O P E N／ 10:00-
Closed／ irregularly

0796-32-2070

Sample the many blends of
fruit and vinegar, discovering
a whole new, healthy and 
refreshing beverage! 
Perfect after a dip in the hot 
springs. 

The name says it all: good 
drinks and good eats.
Enjoy a cocktail lineup based 
on the 7 hot springs of Kinosaki.
A variety of food dishes incl: 
pizza, pasta, gratin, etc.

Rice crackers are a quintessential 
Japanese snack that goes perfect 
with Japanese green tea. 
A wide variety are available at 
Genbudou!

All homemade with no additives 
for a distinct, natural taste.
Stop by and enjoy this popular, 
refreshing Japanese desert.

Reflexology and cleaning of 
the ear. So relaxing that some 
patrons actually fall asleep 
during the course. 
Don't miss out on this unique 
and soothing treat!

"Mugiwara zaiku" is a traditional 
strawcraft art dating back some 
300 years. Known for its incredibly 
detailed and delicate 
craftsmanship, this truly "Made in 
Japan" creation is a treasure 
unique to Kinosaki Onsen!

Specializing in dishes featuring 
Tajima Beef - a local delicacy.
Tajima beef cattle are the 
stock cattle for the world 
famous Kobe beef. 
Self-service restaurant means 
prices are set reasonable.

Specializing in handcrafted 
wood crafts. Enjoy browsing 
through the collection of 
various wood figures and 
works on display. 
Displayed works are for sale!

Offerring a variety of rice 
crackers, many with sweet 
shrimp flavors. Some rice 
crackers are made fresh, 
right in the store. Savor the 
taste of rice crackers straight 
out of the oven! 

A variety of courses from body 
to foot are available to take 
away your stresses and recharge.
It's possible to create custom 
courses from the available 
menu. 
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Hours
8:45 - 18:00 weekdays
9:00 - 17:00 Sat
9:00 - 15:00 Sun & National Holidays

Japan Post Office
　　　International ATM

YUNOSATO DORI St.


